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Abstract

Communication is a form that people use to explain their needs, emotions and thoughts and to share them. The kind of communication occurs in the society and towards the society is called as mass communication. Periodicals are the first kind of the mass media as a written source. Periodicals include newspaper, magazine, annual releases of the institution, tokens, reports and working reports publishing at regular intervals (daily, weekly, twice a month, once a month, quarterly, semi-annually, annually). Newspapers and magazines show the situation and thoughts of societies. Retrospective periodicals are important because these periodicals give clues about the historical events and thoughts for the future generations. Hungary, significant contributor to the science World, is quite rich and essential in terms of periodicals. In this study; periodicals in Hungary, access method to them, their content and their historical periods will be evaluated.
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BİLİM DÜNYASINDA KATKILARI İLE ÖNEMLİ BİR PENCERE: MACARİSTAN’DAKİ SÜRELİ YAYINLAR VE ERİŞİM ŞEKİLLERİ

Öz

Haberleşme, insanların ihtiyaç, duyguları ve düşüncelerini başkalarına anlatma, bağıntılı paylama şeklidir. Toplum içinde ve topluma yönelik olarak meydana gelen iletişim türüne kitle iletişim denmektedir. Kitle iletişim araçları genellikle yazılı kaynaklar için ilk akla gelen süreli yayınları getirir. Süreli yayınlar, belirli aralıklarla çıkan (gündüz, haftalık, onbeş günlük, aylık, üç aylık, altı aylık, yıllık) gazete, dergi yıllık, kurum bültenleri,
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Introduction

Periodicals have an important role in the civilization of the societies. Newspapers, accepted as a kind of periodicals, inform the society about the current issues by quick info and news feed while magazines contribute to the development and education of the societies by providing philosophical, artistic and intellectual articles. Daily written newspapers are read for a single day while magazines are written within longer period of the time and these magazines are addressed a longer period of the time. Newspapers and magazines show the situation and thoughts of societies.¹

Retrospective periodicals are important because these periodicals give clues about the historical events and toughts for the future generations. In this respect; while newspapers tell the current societies about the historical events and comments, magazines inform about the reasons behind the politic, literary and social changes by providing intellectual thoughts in the past. As a result, periodicals make people feel both what was happened in the past and the period of change and its reasons.²

Periodicals include newspaper, magazine, annual releases of the institution, tokens, reports and working reports publishing at regular intervals (daily, weekly, twice a month. once a month, quarterly, semi-annually, annually).³ Bulletin which is published in limited occupational topics, called as ruzname in Persian language, as journal in French, gazetta in Italian, as Mecelle Mecmua (also risale) and as dergi in Turkish language is a kind of periodicals that disclose the

---

² Türk, ibid, p. 44.
world of thought and art world. All thoughts and ideas are released to the public by magazines before the books.\(^4\)

To sum up the importance of the newspaper and magazines in our cultural life, we can note the following significant notes;

a) Periodicals are the most common sources to follow the developments in applied sciences and technology.

b) Periodicals are the first materials which are used for the fields that have no other sources (especilly in local researches).

c) Periodicals are sources that we use to get idea from famous people in the world of thought and the art world.

d) Periodicals inform the public opinion about the whole things that occur in their country and world.

e) Periodicals help to make a remark and mold public opinion related to events.\(^5\)

Periodicals that clear up the history of every single country in the world are significant science and research sources in Hungary like every part of the world. Periodicals, which have a long-standing background in Hungary, are published by significant libraries, academies of science and certain publishing house. These periodicals are also continued to publish in the Hungary.

Hungary has a more varied data table than other countries in terms of printing and printing rate. We are going to work to unroll these significant periodicals by taking a glance at detailed press history and featured newspaper and magazine publications.

**Hungarian Periodical Resources**\(^6\)

When the reorganization of Széchényi Library began in 1868, the quantity of periodicals housed there was unknown because these issues had been cataloged and stored with books. The discrete collection of newspapers, however, was

---


\(^5\) Duman, ibid, p. 5, 6.

deemed to include approximately 3,600 volumes. Its cataloging commenced in the late 1870s when the processing of books and periodicals in the library’s collection had already been finished.

In the 19th century, bibliographical processing of periodicals and newspapers on the national level was tied to the name of József Szinnyei, Sr. After publishing a retrospective index of 18th century on the columns of Vasárnapi Újság⁷, he continued to issue his annual current bibliography in the pages of the same periodical between 1867-1894 and later in the Magyar Könyvszemle⁸. Although Szinnyei and his colleague, Lajos Aigner, also made attempts to address the need for a current national repertoire of articles, such a repertoire was not put together in the last half of the long 19th century. However, current national repertoires did appear by fields of specialization in several journals like the Századok⁹. This particular journal also published historical survey of journals.

After Szinnyei’s death, work on a current bibliography was interrupted for a long time. Nevertheless, retrospective indices appeared for the years between 1911-1920 and 1945-1954. In the meantime, the publications in A magyar sajtó évkönyve substituted the missing current bibliography in 1935-1943. Until 1976, there appeared only a few annual indices and annotations for the most important journals were covered in the book section of the national bibliography. As a response to a continuing need, the National Library took the responsibility to compile and publish a current bibliography of periodicals and newspapers in the late 1970s. Published in 1977 and 1978 in several volumes initially under the title Kurrens időszaki kiadványok, the current bibliography appeared at first annually (1977-1986) and later bi-annually under the name Magyar nemzeti bibliográfia. Időszaki kiadványok bibliográfája. Starting in the mid-1980s onward, the Széchényi Library also began developing a number of databases in order to be able to respond better to patrons’ demands and so as to make work on bibliographies more efficient.

Today, there are several databases (IKB, IKER, NPA, HUMANUS etc.) available online, enabling patrons to use the Library’s rich resources on periodicals.

---

⁷Appendix 1: cited “Vasárnapi Újság”.
⁸Appendix 2: cited “Magyar Könyvszemle”.
⁹Appendix 3: cited “Századok”.
Current National Bibliography of Periodicals: Precedents, 1860-1918

As in the case of other initial attempts, the publication of periodical bibliographies was inconsistent in the early period. Hungarians began the compilation and publication of current periodical bibliographies in the early 1860s in almanacs and journals. Although the preparation of a current general bibliography of periodicals by the National Library began only after World War I, the growth of scientific and public interest allowed the intermittent publication of current indices. The first detailed presentation of periodicals was edited by Ferenc P. Girókuti and appeared in Pest in 1861 under the title Országos nagy képesnaptár. It described 48 Hungarian newspapers and 10 journals published in the same year. Another journal, the Magyar Tudományos Értekező, undertook the simultaneous preparation of a complete list of journals and newspapers and published them under a separate section called „Folyóiratok” („Periodicals”) as part of their annual bibliographies entitled 1861-ki magyarországi könyvészet and 1862-ki magyarországi könyvészet. Edited by Lajos Aigner, these publications comprise the annotated subject-index of 222 Hungarian and non-Hungarian journals and newspapers published in the Hungarian kingdom and in Transylvania.

The Magyar Tudományos Értekező was discontinued in 1862, yet attempts to assure the steady publication of periodical indices continued to be made. Editing and publishing the Irodalmi Értesítő in 1867, József Demjén sought to register all the literary and artistic publications printed in Hungary. The first issue of the periodical entitled Magyar időszaki irodalom included 99 titles arranged in alphabetical order and listed separate periodical issues individually. Although the annotations point to the careful work that went into its preparation, this index remained a modest endeavor to lay the grounds for a current national bibliography of periodicals. Issued by Aigner&Rautman Co. in Pest, the next attempt was the publication of the Magyar Könyvészet. In this monthly Lajos Aigner published an annotated index of newspapers and journals printed in 1869 with the cooperation of the well-known bibliographer József Szinnyei. The January-March and June-August contracted issues of 1870 also included an alphabetically arranged annotated index, not only of Hungarian but also of German periodicals published in Hungary. Like so many previous attempts, however, the Magyar Könyvészet ceased its activities at the end of 1870. It was the publication of the Vasárnapi Újság and the old and new issues of Magyar Könyvszemle,
the official journal of the National Library, which established the basis of a current bibliography of periodicals.¹⁰

_Vasárnapi Újság, 1861-1867/1868-1894._¹¹

Although bibliographies of periodicals had appeared intermittently in other journals, the _Vasárnapi Újság_ was unique to the extent that after publishing its first index of newspapers in 1861, it issued the current national bibliography of periodicals for three decades. In the first four years, the _Vasárnapi Újság_ listed Hungarian-language newspapers issued in Hungary excluding publications from abroad since 1862. The index for journals became part of this bibliography only from 1865 onward. The bibliography appeared also in the year of the Austro-Hungarian compromise (1867). However, this moment also marked the birth of the plan to compile a complete bibliography of periodicals. Although with the compromise, Decree no.18/1848 entered into effect announcing freedom of the press and boosting the number of newspaper and journal publications, the August issue of the _Vasárnapi Újság_ published only statistical data on newspapers in 1868, issuing an index from the following year. The author of the article was József Szinnyei, who had made earlier contributions to the journal with his series on the history of periodical publications in Hungary from the beginnings until 1853.

Besides containing statistical data on press publications in the world in 1826-1868, this article also included the list of Hungarian and non-Hungarian newspapers and journals published in Hungary (including Croatia) arranged alphabetically according to the place of publication. The publication of an annual bibliography underwent some important changes in 1870, when Szinnyei was commissioned to take care of their preparation. Szinnyei based the collection on the territorial principle including all periodicals published in Hungary and Croatia. Journals, arranged thematically under Roman numerals, became integral parts of the bibliography. Issuing regular request to recently established newspapers, the _Vasárnapi Újság_, based on the responses it received, published supplements to the annual indices in its column entitled ‘Tárház’ between 1870-1876. The structure of the bibliography underwent changes throughout its pub-

---

lication. It excluded non-Hungarian periodicals from 1871 and included Hungarian publications from abroad from 1883 onward. The compilation of the index was discontinued after 1894, since with the growth of publications and the lack of cooperation from newly published periodicals, the preparation of an index became less and less a worthwhile undertaking for the *Vasárnapi Újság*.

However, the foundation of the National Library of Periodicals in 1884, active at first as an independent section of the National Museum and subsequently as a department of the Széchényi Library, and the new issue of the *Könyvszemle* assured the continuation of the systematic collection and processing of periodicals in the coming years.

*Magyar Könyvszemle, 1876-1877.*

The *Magyar Könyvszemle*, the official journal of the Széchényi National Library, began the publication of a current national bibliography with its first issue appearing in 1876. Besides preparing an index which included all types of documents (except dross and other small printed material), the periodical also published the article entitled „Hírlapirodalmunk 1876-ban” by József Szinnyeyi which registered newspapers and journals based on his indices printed in the *Vasárnapi Újság*. The author had volunteered to prepare this annual bibliography as a continuation of his retrospective bibliography of journals entitled „Hazai és külföldi folyóiratok magyar tudományos repertóriuma,” which he was compiling under the commission of the *Hungarian Academy of Sciences*. Ap-pearing in three segments, the bibliography of periodicals for 1876 contained no reference to bibliographical sources or mandatory printers’ copies. The first two parts contained the alphabetical title-indices of Hungarian-language journals and newspapers appearing in Budapest and the country-side, respectively. The third, on the other hand, listed German-language ones printed in the capital and

---

in the provinces, arranging them into two corresponding groups, each organized according to the alphabetical list of titles.

Annexed issues were listed as individual titles. As it is evident from the first segments of „Hírlapirodalmunk 1876-ban” and „Hírlapirodalmunk 1877-ben” available online, the separate entries included the full description of titles based on the following set format: title, subtitle, editor, publisher, year, printer, date of publication, size, price of subscription, year of establishment. These entries also show that, compared to Szinnyei’s previous lists published in the Vasárnapi Újság, these indices reflected the growth of titles included in the bibliography as well as the change in the format of annotations, which relied significantly on the ones used by Lajos Aigner in the monthly issues of Magyar Könyvészet.

The issue of a current bibliography of periodicals in the Magyar Könyvszemle ceased after two years probably because of the parallel publication of a more complete bibliography in the Vasárnapi Újság, which after 1868 also included non-Hungarian and non-German domestic publications as well.

Magyar Könyvszemle, 1895-1913. Budapest, 1895-1914.14

When the Vasárnapi Újság discontinued the publication of its bibliography in 1894, Szinnyei, who had become the head of the National Library of Periodicals a decade earlier, continued to collect bibliographical data, hoping that the public would need periodical indices again in the near future. Relying on the invaluable cooperation of Szinnyei, Gyula Schönherr, the commissioned editor of a new Magyar Könyvszemle, managed to resume the systematic publication of a current bibliography in 1895 as a supplement to his journal.

Like the first bibliographical sections of the Vasárnapi Újság, the first index of periodicals included only Hungarian-language newspapers and journals; yet it listed separately the periodicals discontinued or established the previous year and a multivalent statistical table on domestic Hungarian and non-Hungarian periodicals entitled “Összevont átnézet.” An important change took place in 1896 when, as supplement no. 2 to Szinnyei’s traditional bibliography, István Kereszty published the index of non-Hungarian newspapers and journals under

the title “Az idegennyelvű hazai hírlapirodalom 1896-ban.” Until 1909 Szinnyei’s and Kereszty’s compilation appeared in the form of one supplement to the *Magyar Könyvszemle* under the title “A hazai hírlapirodalom.”

The provisions of a new law passed in 1897 changed the deadline for the deposit of mandatory printer’s copies leading to alterations in the processing of periodicals. The *Magyar Könyvszemle* and the *Vasárnapí Újság* had been preparing their annual current bibliographies based on issues published at the beginning of the year and had included subsequent changes taking place during this period in the next annual current bibliography. The new law changed not only the processing but also the function of this bibliography since it allowed the editors to register all periodicals issued during the year. Another important change in the structure of the bibliography took place with the publication of László Kováts’s collection of journals and magazines entitled “Folyóiratok.”

From this moment on, Szinnyei’s and Kereszty’s indices included only newspapers, while the coverage of other periodicals continued separately in the next couple of years. In 1899-1900 Kereszty and Szinnyei switched their format to an alphabetical index of newspapers within separate subject-groups, while the “Folyóiratok” was compiled based on language, location (metropolitan or provincial) and alphabetical order, in this sequence. It should also be noted that, because of the large quantity of periodicals, the bibliography only listed annotated titles of new and discontinued periodicals in 1906-1909 and 1910-1914. For other years, the bibliography had detailed annotations for all titles.

**Current National Bibliography of Periodicals**


As mentioned previously, after Szinnyei’s death, the compilation of a current bibliography of periodicals was suspended until the 1970s, when the National Library resumed work in this area. Despite the fact that, at that time, bibliographers in more developed countries described only the newly-issued periodicals, their Hungarian colleagues, wishing to have a more detailed overview, prepared annotations for most Hungarian journals and newspapers issued in 1976. In the first volume of the *Kurrens Időszaki Kiadványok Bibliográfiája*

---

15 U of I Library Call Number: International & Area Studies Slavic- Hungarian Reference 015.439035 K966.
(KIK), the newly-issued periodicals were summarized shortly, while those published before 1976 were described in more detail according to the requirements of the first published ISBD/S. The subsequent volumes contained the bibliographical descriptions of newly-issued periodicals and the titles of newspapers and journals printed and processed previously.


Beginning with 1981, the previously described bibliography was formally included into the Hungarian national bibliography and appeared, as a result, under the title *Magyar Nemzeti Bibliográfia. Időszaki Kiadványok Bibliográfiája* (MNB IKB). Published annually at first, it appeared biannually after 1986. Its structure corresponded to that of its immediate predecessor, with the exception of the title entries of previously published journals and newspapers. From 1985 onward, these entries also contained the subtitle, the publisher’s information, the heading number of the bibliographical description printed either in the KIK or the MNB IKB, the ISSN, the OSZK call number as well as the periodical’s numbering information. Although feedback from patrons interested in Hungarian periodicals was very positive, the potential for further improvements depended greatly on the benefits offered by information technology. Bibliographers at the National Library began developing the first database for periodicals in the mid-1980 and the fact that today the Hungarian national retrospective and current bibliographies as well as the national repertoire of articles are accessible online through several databases speaks of their success in this area.

**Current National Bibliography of Periodical – Databases**

**IKB – Magyar Periodika Adatbázis/Hungarian Database of Periodicals**

Work on the Hungarian Database of Periodicals (IKB) started in 1986, online accessibility being made available in February 1999. This database contains the bibliographical and cataloging information of periodicals, for which mandatory printers’ copies were deposited at the National Library from 1986 until June

---


17 [http://w3.oszk.hu/ikb_h.htm](http://w3.oszk.hu/ikb_h.htm). (22.05.2018)
2003, and is no longer updated. It does not list materials published for conferences, exhibitions and other events, which can be found in the databases for books. The IKB was updated retrospectively and it was continuously expanded to include entries on the following printed materials held by the National Library: general title, data and name indices, institutional reports, projects, product guides, publishers’ catalogs, press reviews, prospecti on specialized literature, student journals, performance brochures and local advertisement leaflets.

As shown here, the interface of the IKB is Hungarian. Diacritics are not needed. The database is readily searchable with both an advanced search, ‘Keresés,’ and a browsing capability, ‘Tallózás.’ The former is suggested only in cases when the patron has exact information on the item searched such as a combination of the following pieces of information: full title, title keywords, publisher, year of first issue, year of last issue, periodicity, editors’ names, ISSN, etc. Browsing is recommended when only one piece of information from above is at hand. Since the advanced search and browsing functions both have a long list of search options, non-Hungarian speakers may find the use of an informatics dictionary helpful.

The patron may also choose to display the search results for an item in one of the following three formats. The database’s default display corresponds to the option ‘Aktuális.’ In the case of materials published in 1986 and after, it displays the periodical according to the information of its first issue. If the publication is from an earlier period, then the search results contain the data of the periodical’s first issue deposited in 1986 or after.

To access information on the first issue for periodicals printed before 1986, patrons should choose ‘Katalógus’ as a display option. The full record of materials included in the database can be retrieved by clicking on ‘Címkés.’ Cross-referencing among the three formats is available and greatly improves navigation in the database.

**IKER – Időszaki Kiadványok Repertóriuma/ Repertoire of Periodicals**

Work on IKER began in 1993 and online accessibility was made available in March 2001. It contains the bibliographical entries of select articles chosen from periodicals in the social and natural sciences published in Hungary.

---

18 http://w3.oszk.hu/rep.htm (18.05.2018).
More specifically, it processes periodicals dealing with science, literature and the arts as well as almanacs and newspapers with national circulation.

However, it does not register the independent publications of exhibitions, conferences, and events; book series; publications in applied science, literary pieces, reviews, news materials, field trip reports and glossaries. It does also not contain the articles processed extensively in specialized bibliographies like the Hungarian Bibliography of Agriculture, the Hungarian Medical Bibliography and Technical Articles in Hungarian Periodicals.

The search interface of IKER is Hungarian and no diacritics are needed. Just as in the case of IKB, there is an advanced search and a browsing function. Both can be used by selecting the following search options: keyword, author, biography, subject, ETO(earliest title only), periodical title, year of publication, cataloging number, abbreviation of the periodical’s title, ISSN.

**NPA – Nemzeti Periodika Adatbázis/National Periodical Database**

The NPA contains the location-index of periodicals which were either published abroad after 1665 or were issued in Hungary after 2005 and are housed in Hungarian libraries. Work on this database began in 1981 and it was built based on the current files of the Külföldi Folyóiratok Központi Katalógusa (KFKK), the previous central catalog for periodicals from abroad. According to the initial plans, the NPA was also supposed to catalog Hungarian periodicals. However, after some years the processing of newspapers and journals developed independently, as a result of which the NPA became primarily a database for foreign periodicals. Online access to the NPA is available through the main catalog of the National Library. The interface is in Hungarian and diacritics are needed. The database can be used for browsing, simple, advanced and Boolean search.

**EPA – Elektronikus Periodika Adatbázis&Archívum/Electronic Periodical Database& Archive**

According to the description given on the main page of the database, the EPA is the initiative of the Hungarian Electronic Library (MEK). It aims to create a bibliographic database and register of the Hungarian e-periodicals and

---

19[http://nektar1.oszk.hu/LVbin/LibriVision/lv_search_form.html.](http://nektar1.oszk.hu/LVbin/LibriVision/lv_search_form.html. (11.05.2018)).

seeks to provide hosting services to certain ongoing resources. The main task of the EPA-services is to produce and maintain a centralized, well-organized and searchable database of the metadata and access information of the Hungarian e-journals, and to promote the publication and distribution of these resources. The development of the “Electronic Periodical Archive” started in 2003. Most items of the collection have their own web sites as well, but some of them can be found exclusively in the EPA Archive. The advantages of the hosting in the EPA services are stable access, uniform technical standards and design principles.

Further, full-text search has been successfully enabled in the majority of the HTML- and PDF-format materials. The new database of the Hungarian e-periodicals available on the web opened in summer, 2004. This register stores the bibliographic data and access information of the Hungary-related e-journals. The database resembles a library catalog, in the nature of the descriptive elements and their appearance. Useful additional information is added to each record (i.e. related resources, search URLs). Users can search through the Hungarian interface by title, available years, subject, type and access method.

MATARKA – Magyar Folyóiratok Tartalomjegyzékeinek Kereshető Adatbázisa/Hungarian Periodicals Table of Contents Database\textsuperscript{21}

MATARKA is a database of the contents of journals issued in Hungary and covering the following fields: agricultural sciences (45), economics (21), linguistics (11), social sciences (55), law (6), general sciences (5), technology (31), and natural sciences (62). It was established in 2001 and currently works as a library consortium with 15 members. The search interface is available in English and the database can be searched in several different ways. Individual journal issues can also be browsed and if they are available online in a full-text database then the title of the journal will be marked as a hyperlink to the source. The retrospective processing of journals is in the hands of each library, as a result of which such issues are available only for some periodicals.

\textsuperscript{21}http://www.matarka.hu/. (11.05.2018).
Conclusion

It is known that retrospective periodicals are important because these periodicals give clues about the historical events and thoughts for the future generations. It is obvious that the periodicals in Hungary is in a condition that enables to the researchers who bring the past to the present with its libraries and databases. Having rich varied studies, Periodicals in Hungary were processed cataloging and recording process for a long times. Although these works got slower in certain times, a great вариety of periodicals have been reached these days.

Hungarians began to edit and publish periodic bibliographies in the almanacs and magazines in the early years of the 1860s. Although preparation of a current general bibliography started after the World War I, increasing scientific and public interests caused periodically publishing of the available indexes.

Magazines, leading newspapers, databases and especially national libraries were available not only for researchers in Hungarian but also for researchers in English language during this publishing process. In addition to the retrospective and current periodicals of Hungary, online accessibility of the national data repertoire by means of various database prove their succes in this field.

Online accessibility was provided in February, 1999 for database works in Hungarian language (IKB) that had started in 1986. This database includes cataloging and bibliographic information of magazines and books stored in Nationa Library until June, 1986. NPA includes the location index of the periodicals published at abroad until 1665 or both published in Hungary after 2005 and available in their library. Works started in 1981 on this database and based on current fieldsof, Külföldi Folyóiratok Központi Katalógusa (KFKK), the catalogue of periodic publishings.

The primary mission of the EPA services is to create a well-organized accessible database for e-magazines published in Hungary and promote publishing and distributing this sources. Development of “Electronic Periodic Records” has started in 2003. New database of the e-periodicals related to Hungary available on the internet prepared in the Summer of 2004. This record keeps access information and bibliographic datas of e-magazines about Hungary. The database reminds a library catalogue in terms of explanatory elements and their appearance.
All of this systems keep on developing day by day and serve researchers through periodicals in Hungary, open access catalogues and library records.
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